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CELEBRATING OVER 30 YEARS OF MARINE SAFETY TRAINING

In 2015 we really had something to celebrate and that
was the fact that in the fiscal year ending September 30,
2015 there were no commercial fishermen in Alaska who
had died in a vessel related incident- the first time this
had occurred in recorded history. This year also marked
AMSEA’s 30th year of marine and boating safety training
efforts. In 1985 a loose knit group of volunteers from
different walks of life, with a concern about water safety
had been meeting for several years to come up with
solution to Alaska’s water safety issues.
Representatives from the Coast Guard, State Troopers,
Alaska Marine Advisory Program, Injury prevention
specialists, emergency medical services and private
trainers were present at the1985 meeting when the
name Alaska Marine Safety Education Association
or AMSEA was adopted. The Big Idea at this point
was to train marine safety instructors who would be
based in ports around Alaska to provide marine and
boating safety training to the public. But before that
could happen an instructor training manual had to
be developed and train the trainer classes held. The
first instructor training class took in Sitka at the Public
Safety Academy in 1986 and the first edition of the
instructor training manual was printed. 30 years later
this Big Idea still forms the basis of our program and has
included over 110 Alaska communities. It has grown and
expanded to all coasts
of the US and AMSEA
training has taken place
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This training manual
and its content were not
created in a vacuum.
The 1970’s in Alaska
saw 40 + fishing
fatalities a year and
the number of noncommercial fatalities
were just as bad.
AMSEA built on the
previous 10 years of

work that was done in the by the Alaska Sea Grant/
Marine Advisory Program, U.S. Coast Guard Kodiak
Airstation and private trainers in Kodiak. These groups
worked together, pooled resources, and conducted
marine safety training in fishing ports. The combined
expertise of USCG air rescue crews, relevant lessons
learned from survivor interviews and hands on
experiential training methods to reduce the loss of life
in an emergency, has helped reduce the loss of life by
about 75% in both commercial and non commercial
fishermen.
AMSEA has been true to its mission “to reduce injury
and death in the marine and freshwater environment
through education and training provided by a network of
qualified marine safety instructors”. We continue to focus
on building marine safety training infrastructure in areas
with no training or in underserved communities. There
are many factors that go into the reason why fatalities
rise or fall. But in celebrating our 30 years of work,
we want to thank those hundreds of people who have
worked in our instructor network, as staff, as members
and supporters and on our Board of Directors who
have helped mariners prevent a casualty on the water.
After over 210,000 people trained and at least 153 lives
saved, we thank those early founders vision, which is
just as relevant in the 21st century as in the 20th.
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FLARE CHECK

from the Boats & Gear blog by Boats & Gear editor,
Michael Crowley. National Fishermen. Used by permission.
Commercial fishing boats have to carry flares. It’s three flares
inside of three miles. Three miles to 50 miles it’s six red flares,
three smoke flares and three aerial flares. If you’re a commercial
fisherman you know that. I shouldn’t be telling you something
you don’t know.
Just packing the requisite number of flares isn’t enough.
When things go south in a big hurry, when the boat heaves up
and starts to go over, you best be able to get to those flares
immediately. They don’t do you any good if you have to muck
through some locker to find them.
But maybe things happen so fast you can’t get to the flares, no
matter how easy their access. So life saving gear, especially the
life raft, should have its required flares. If that hadn’t been the
case when the 60-foot Leviathan II capsized, everyone would
probably have drowned.
It was this past October 25, when two Canadians, Ken Brown
and Clarence Smith, were longlining for halibut off British
Columbia’s Vargas Island. As they were hauling back their gear,
Brown happened to turn around and see a single flare go off
against the afternoon sky. According to news reports, that was
the “only signal anyone could see from the capsized wreckage
of the MV Leviathan II, which flipped so quickly there was no
time to send a mayday call.” The Leviathan II was a sightseeing
boat with 27 people aboard. Brown and Smith hauled people out
of the water and off a life raft and onto their boat, which is just
shy of 20-feet long. Eventually they carried 13 survivors back to
shore. Other boats rescued eight more. Five died and one was
listed as missing.
There’s always
a certain “what
if” element to
tragedies. “What
if” Brown hadn’t
turned around?
“What if” that life
raft hadn’t been
equipped with a
rocket flare?

Connect with us at facebook.com/alaskamarinesafety
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IMMERSION SUITS AREN’T JUST FOR COMMERCIAL FISHING VESSELS
Immersions suits, sometimes
called survival suits or gumby
suits, have been around since
the 1960’s and earlier in other
forms. Most of the ones in
common use are made of
neoprene with a waterproof
zipper and provide the two
most important features for
cold water survival- flotation
and insulation. People have
survived for up to 25 hours
in cold waters wearing
immersion suits and they have
saved thousands of people.
Immersion suits are one of the
important reasons why fishing
fatality rates have dropped
precipitously since they
became popular and required.

how an immersion suit saved
his life while deer hunting. As
the hunter rowed to shore in a
small skiff from his larger vessel
to track a deer he had seen
from the boat, an unexpected
A study found that survivors
wave swamped his skiff and he
of fishing vessel casualties
found himself clinging to the
in which at least one person
rocks as the skiff came in and
drowned were 8.3 times as
out of the rocks with the swell
likely to have been wearing
without him. His family and
a PFD/ or immersion suit as
friends watched this happen
were those who died (Conway, from the larger boat but were
2002). In cold waters, nothing unable to help him. Fortunately
except a life raft can give the
he eventually made it to the
wearer hours of survival in cold beach and found an attached
water like an immersion suit.
line to the skiff and was able
to beach his skiff. Despite the
More non-commercial boaters fact that he was soaked and
are finding immersion suits
cold, he managed to bail the
useful in an emergency.
skiff and don his immersion
Although immersion suits
suit to keep himself warm as he
are unlikely to be worn in an
slowly rowed himself back to
open skiff when a emergency his boat. He felt the immersion
happens, those who have time suit helped save his life.
to don them in an emergency
have found immersion suits to Very wise, experienced Alaska
be lifesaving. Recently AMSEA boaters take an immersion
was told by a survivor about
suit in their skiffs when they

are traveling. In a swamping or
capsize, the suits will float in
their bags and can be retrieved.
They can be donned and worn
after climbing on top of the
overturned skiff. On a motor
cruiser or sailboat, immersion
suits provide an extra level of
survival for the operator and
his friends and family in an
emergency.
Another good idea with an
immersion suit when going to
the beach is to take it and your
abandon ship kit to the beach
with you and place it above
high tide. If you return to the
beach and you find your skiff
has drifted away, you will have
your immersion suit with you to
swim out to it, instead of taking
the great risk of swimming. Or
if you lose your skiff you have a
great survival shelter and your
abandon ship kit with survival
goodies. Immersions suitsthey are your marine bevy sack
in an emergency.
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WRONG RITE OF PASSAGE
Recently AMSEA gave a formal
presentation at Pacific Marine
Expo in Seattle entitled Kids
on Boats - basically about
the care, feeding and safety
of children on vessels. Not
surprisingly it was mostly
attended by women from
Alaska who have children. A
lively discussion ensued after
the formal presentation and
many good tips about how
to manage children on boats
were exchanged. But the real
showstopper was by a father
in attendance who said, “We
have the wrong kind of rite
of passage and message for
children when we say that they
don’t have to wear a PFD once
they become 13 years of age.
We are telling our children,
ourselves and society that
after 12 years of age we don’t
‘need’ to wear the single most
important piece of personal
protective equipment that
prevents death on the water- a
personal flotation device”. He
was spot on.
Just at the age when children
become teenagers and begin
to have the responsible of
operating boats in a lot of our
water based communities,
the message we are giving
them is teenagers and adults
don’t “need” to wear a PFD
anymore. In other words,
we have legally associated
wearing a PFD with being a
child- as if it’s something only
needed for preteens. This has
negative connotations for a
teen who wants to be treated
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Requirement for children to wear PFDs

as an adult. If wearing a PFD
is required only for childrenthen wearing one voluntarily is
associated with childishness- a
connotation no teen (or adult)
wants to be associated withdespite the inconvenient fact
that most adults who drown
are not wearing a PFD.
This negative rite of passage
is further reinforced in children
when they turn 14 and join the
ranks of their parents whom
they have never or rarely see
in a PFD. They get to dress on
the water like the adults they
are modeling themselves on.
We associate children with
the inability to make important
decisions for themselves, and
needing to be cared for. By
saying that children at the age
of 13 (or any age) are no longer
required to wear a PFD, we

are also strongly implying they
do not “need” them, when in
fact one of the first and most
important decisions on a boat
is the decision to wear a lifejacket.
Safety researchers have
studied why people, especially
adults don’t wear PFDs. It
shouldn’t be surprising that
teens and adults don’t want
to wear them, because PFDs
have been stigmatized as
being children’s apparel.
Until wearing PFDs can be
associated with something
that mature, rational adults
do, required or not, we will
continue to perpetuate this
negative rite of passage with
children. Parents- if you want
your child to wear a PFD after
they are no longer required to
by law, consider wearing yours.
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ERGONOMICS TRAINING CONTINUES

AMSEA is offering free training through September 2016
AMSEA was very fortunate to be awarded a fourth year of funding
a Susan Harwood Training grant through OSHA to continue our
ergonomics training program for commercial fishermen and fish
processors. In the previous three years AMSEA has trained over
3,000 fish workers in the U.S. in Alaska, as well as on the East,
West and Gulf coasts.
This is a very relevant project since many fish workers suffer from
a great number of chronic muscular-skeletal problems, which
shorten careers and cause much pain and medical expenses.
We are offering training through September 2016. If interested
contact AMSEA for a free ergo workshop for you vessel or fish
workers. Go to our website at www.amsea.org to learn more!

THANKS TO OUR 2016 MEMBERS!
Up to $99 Memberships

James Arndt - Fritz Creek, AK
Ron Bowers - Salem, OR
Becky Charlton - Sitka, AK
Simon Gulak - Panama City, FL
Robert Hancock - Thorne Bay, AK
Heidi Horner Raffaele - Sitka, AK
Maureen Knutsen - Naknek, AK
George Peek -Cape Canaveral, FL
Gay Sheffield - Nome, AK

$100 - 149 Memberships

Jennifer Ferdinand - Kenmore, WA
Michael LaGuire - Sitka, AK
Jennifer Lincoln - Anchorage, AK
John LaFargue - Eureka, CA
James Herbert - Seward, AK
Wayne Engle - Ridgefield, WA
Kathleen Warm - Sitka, AK
Bruce Brown - Costa Mesa, CA
Rachel Myron & Steve Lewis Tenakee Springs, AK
Bill & Etsuko Beebe - Juneau, AK
Amy Blair - Sitka, AK
Coral Pendell - Sitka, AK
Joseph Derie - Portland, OR
Southeast Alaska Regional Dive
Fisheries Assoc. -Ketchikan, AK

YOUR SUPPORT IS APPRECIATED!

Dan Cary - Cathlamet, WA
Leigh McCue-Weil 			
- Washington, VADC
Ed Dennehy - Fairhaven, MA
Brad Kenyon - Tarpon Springs, FL
Linda Lee - Valdez, AK
Richard Skryness - Beverly, MA
Kathleen Flury - Ketchikan, AK
Jeffrey Bryden - Moose Pass, AK
Blane Rodgers - Reno, NV
Hillary Strayer - Anchorage, AK
Trinna Wick & Edward Collman 		
- Sitka, AK

$150 - 249 Memberships

Robin & Katie Dexter			
- Bellingham, WA
David & Deborah Lyons - Sitka, AK
Paula Cullenberg & Peter Crimp
-Anchorage, AK
F/V Sedna - Sitka, AK
Michael Schmidt - Ketchikan, AK
Liferaft & Marine Safety Equipment
- Honolulu, HI
Emerald Marine Products 		
- Seattle,WA
Casey DiGennaro - Sitka, AK
Bruce Dyleski - Kiln, MS

$250 - 499 Memberships

United Fishermen of Alaska 		
- Juneau, AK
Seattle Marine & Fishing Supply
Company - Seattle, WA
United Cook Inlet Drift Association
- Soldotna, AK
SEARHC Health Promotion Program
- Sitka, AK
Hercules SLR Inc. 			
- New Bedford, MA
Fishing Partnership Support Services
- Burlington, MA
Challenger Learning Center		
- Kenai, AK

$500 - 999 Memberships

Pat Dye - Cooper Landing, AK
UAF - Marine Advisory Program		
- Anchorage, AK
Crackerjack Sportfishing Charters
- Seward, AK
Alaska Independent Tendermans
Association - Petersburg, AK
Omega Protein - Moss Pt., MS
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USCG MARINE SAFETY ALERT 04-11

Mariner’s safety endangered when VHF radio distress alerts by Digital Selective Calling
(DSC) lack location and identification information

As the Coast Guard’s new marine radio network Rescue 21 becomes operational throughout the
U.S., rescue centers can now receive instant distress alerts from commonly used DSC-capable
VHF marine radios. However, approximately 90% of VHF - DSC distress alerts received by the
Coast Guard do not contain position information, and approximately 60% do not contain a
registered identity. The Coast Guard cannot effectively respond to a DSC distress alert sent from
such a radio. This means that search and rescue efforts may normally be suspended when:
- no communications with the distressed vessel can be established,
- no further information or means of contacting the vessel can be obtained from other sources,
and
- no position information is known.

HELP US HELP YOU FIRST

Obtain a Maritime Mobile Installation Identity (MMSI) and enter it into your radio. MMSI numbers
are issued by the Federal Communications Commission if your vessel otherwise requires a
station license, or BOATUS, (http://www.boatus.com/mmsi), Sea Tow (http://www.seatow.com/
mmsi), or the U.S. Power Squadrons (http://www.usps.org/php/mmsi).
Ensure any information originally provided is updated as changes occur. FCC regulations require
that DSC-equipped radios “use MMSIs assigned by the Commission or its designees” (47 CFR
80.103(b)). (Editors note: again note that commercial fishermen and any other type of vessel
REQUIRED to carry a marine radio, already has an MMSI # on the radio license)
THEN Interconnect your radio to a GPS receiver using a two-wire NMEA 0183 interface on all
DSC-equipped marine radios and on most GPS receivers. Instructions should be provided in the
radio and GPS operators manual. Further information is provided and will be routinely updated in
http://www.navcen.uscg.gov/?pageName=mtDsc
Developed by the Spectrum Management and Telecommunications Policy Division (CG-652),
United States Coast Guard Headquarters, Washington, DC. Questions should be directed to Mr.
Russell Levin at (202) 475 3555 or Russell.S.Levin@uscg.mil.
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UNAPPROVED NAVIGATION LIGHTS
The U.S. Coast Guard is urging recreational
and commercial boaters to avoid using
unapproved navigational lights such as
rope lighting, underwater lighting and other
decorative lights.
The agency said use of these lights could
violate the “Nautical Rules of the Road”
provisions.
In a safety alert released last month, the Coast
Guard said vessel owners should confirm
lights applied to the vessel meet minimum
standards prescribed in the Convention on
the International Regulations for Preventing
Collisions at Sea or the Inland Navigation
Rules.
The Coast Guard said some vessel owners are
purchasing lower-cost navigation lights that do
not meet those requirements.
“These lights are typically less expensive,
making them a tempting choice for uninformed
consumers. Use of lights that do not provide
the proper chromaticity, luminous intensity,
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or cut-off angles could result in the issuance
of a notice of violation or potentially cause an
accident,” the alert said.
When considering light purchases, operators
should look for the following messages
and information on the packaging: “USCG
Approval 33 CFR 183.810,” “MEETS ABYC
A-16 or equivalent,” “TESTED BY (an
approved laboratory).” The name of the
manufacturer, visibility in nautical miles and
bulb specifications used in the compliance
test also provide useful information, the safety
alert said.
The alert warned recreational boaters to avoid
certain rope lights and other decorative lights
that could be mistaken for navigational lights.
The Coast Guard strongly recommends that
vessel owners verify navigation lights meet the
required certification data and urges retailers
to guide customers to certified products.
To read the full alert, visit:
www.uscg.mil/hq/cg5/cg545/alerts/1015.pdf

Alaska Marine Safety Education Association
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration •

Environment Canada

WANTED: Freezing Spray
and Icing Observations
Ever experience
freezing spray
conditions on your
vessel? Report it!

Ice accumulated on
NOAA Ship Oscar Dyson
Photo credits: NOAA Office of
Marine and Aircraft Operations

Send us your observation:
Date & Time
Latitude & Longitude
Icing conditions
Air temperature
Sea conditions
Wind conditions
Past Experiences

Freezing spray is an important safety issue in coastal Canadian and
United States waters. In an effort to improve freezing spray forecasts,
NOAA and Environment Canada are teaming up to evaluate each
country’s freezing spray forecast models and tools. Analysis of
freezing spray cases, forecaster feedback, and ship observations will
allow Environment Canada and NOAA scientists and forecasters to
better predict dangerous freezing spray conditions to protect life and
property at sea.

The success of this study depends on you: whenever
possible, please report icing conditions to NOAA and
Environment Canada

Send reports online :

http://go.usa.gov/WYbm
Online reporting form:
http://go.usa.gov/WYbm
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RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED
AMSEA is a 501(c)(3) non-profit corporation
that operates thanks to funding provided by:
. United States Coast Guard
. State of Alaska DCCED
. NIOSH
. OSHA Susan Harwood Training Grant
. Generous donations from individuals,
agencies & organizations
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STAFF UPDATES

AMSEA welcomes new team members to kick off 2016
AMSEA bids a fond farewell to staff members Becky Martello and Amy Blair. Becky has moved on
to become the Director of the Bristol Bay Seafood Marketing Cooperative, and we wish her well in
working with an organization in the area where she grew up. She should do well in her new position
and she helped AMSEA in many ways as the Development Director. We will also soon be saying
adios to Amy Blair, who has worked with AMSEA’s accounting and finances for many years. We will
miss her thoughtful, cheerful presence and thank her for the skill, dedication, and hard work she has
brought to the job these past nine years. We wish Amy and Becky all the best!
We are excited to have new staff! Many of Becky duties are being done by Ellexis Howey. Ellexis
comes from a commercial fishing background and brings a young perspective, many skills and
a positive can-do spirit. Amanda Johnson comes from the University of Alaska in a program
management and non-profit accounting background and her family are also very active boaters- She
brings many skills and a good spirit. We all look forward to working with both Ellexis and Amanda to
further AMSEA’s mission.
In other staff news, AMSEA Director Jerry Dzugan has just learned that the Rasmuson Foundation
has awarded him a Director Sabbatical for 4 months. This will last from
July to through October, 2016. An Acting Director has been tentatively
selected and for more about that person, we will have to await the next
edition of this newsletter!

